
Celebrities are challenged to prove their abilities in spectacular studio competition. 

The innovative studio format will see 4 celebrities compete in stunt, show, brain and 

dexterity challenges. But who can hold their nerve and be the best?P
IT

C
H
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//OVERVIEW

THE GAME
The assignments can be divided into 4 categories: a spectacular show number - a dangerous stunt - a difficult brain assignment
and an accurate skill test.
"The Battle" is not a classic one-to-one competition, but a competition where the celebrity has to compete against his own
expectations of himself. Succeeding in the assignment means earning points. Failure means no points!
Each episode each celebrity must perform one assignment, one assignment from each category. Every episode contains a show,
stunt, brain and agility assignment.

POINTS SYSTEM
In "The Battle" we do not speak of "points" but of "faces" that can be used by panel members. Think of them like gambling

chips. It is the panel that gave the assignments 6 months ago and have to guess how likely the celebrities will be to succeed.

Each pair of panelists receives 10 faces that they can use, to be distributed over the 4 assignments and at least 1 face per

assignment.

TRAINING
They received the assignment 6 months earlier. In between their busy agendas they have to train, practice, sweat and give up in
order to get the hang of those assignments as well as possible.



//KEY FORMAT ELEMENTS

THE PRIZE
One challenger cup, but the
real prize is the
glory…succeeding in
numerous challenges and
learning new skills, beating
the competition.

THE PANEL
Each episode sees 4 new
celebrity panellists
challenging our
contestants. They bet if
they will succeed, review
their progress and decide if
they have succeeded or
failed.

THE GREENROOM
This is a competition and
behind the scenes the
contestants will watch the
progress of their team
mate and challengers,
talking with the host
about training regimes,
reactions during
challenges.

COUNTING FACES, NOT 
POINTS
Think of them like gambling
chips with audience faces on
- the celebrity who set the
challenge can bet how likely
the celebrity is to succeed.

THE CHALLENGES
Divided into 4 categories;
dexterity, stunt, show and
brain, each celebrity will
complete one challenge
per episode.
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GAMEPLAY

THE CHALLENGES     One challenge per celebrity per episode, all 4 categories will 
be covered in one episode

SCORING  The panel has a total of 20 faces available per episode, they 
must bet them against the success or failure of the celebrity 
in the challenge. If the celebrity succeeds, they keep the 
faces but if they fail, the faces will be given to the other team. 

FINAL ROUND           Time to convert the faces into points and see who takes 
home the challenge cup!
Celebrities have 24 hours to remember the name, date of 
birth and special talent of the number of the faces they have 
won in the challenges. If they remember all the details this 
will be converted to points, so anyone can win!

EXAMPLE CHALLENGES

SHOW
• Cheerleader act
• Irish dance act

STUNT
• Walk on a tightrope
• Trapeze act

BRAIN
• Eurovision Song 

Contest – learn all 
Belgian and Dutch 
participants, including 
ranking and country 
of residence

• Learn 750 paintings –
title + artist

SKILLS
• Cardistry
• Teppanyaki cooking 

art



//TECHNICAL INFORMATION

"The Battle" provides a fantastic experience! Thanks to the
mobile LED screens and mobile stands, each assignment has its
own atmosphere and setting. A passionate, 700-person audience
completes the unique experience!


